Working with Aboriginal people brings us together to create a way forward.
Working together in the right way will make a big difference in the lives of
Aboriginal people.

How w
e

be

The community
didn’t trust services...
Multiple Youth Suicides
were happening
Aboriginal people
could not get a
relevant service
Service providers
were invisible to the
Aboriginal community

ga

..so a project
formed...
Listening to and
learning from the
Aboriginal community
Recognising the
importance of
Elders

n a journe

y o
f change…

...and we started
working together..
Meetings with
multiple Elders
and multiple
service leaders

..and got to
know each other...
Individual service
leaders were matched
with Elders
Storying with Elders
to build relationships

The Elders said

“I get calls from
families at 3am,
but where are
the services?”

Respect

Trust

Courage

What we say and
think are grounded in agreed
Foundation Principles
We respectfully
recognise and acknowledge Aboriginal
People as Australia’s First People.
We trust in the wisdom of and involve local Aboriginal
People in every stage and process of our engagement to
facilitate cultural safety and security in our organisations.

The Elders said

“We work with
the bosses so
that everything
can be filtered
down”
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These core values describe how we feel.

The Elders said

“You fellas know
so much about
us but we know
nothing about
you?”

The Elders said

“It’s a two
way learning
and you have to
live the life to
understand it”

We acknowledge the importance of community to Aboriginal
People and respond to it in our service planning.
We courageously share our personal stories and ourselves.
We are guided and informed by the voices of Aboriginal Elders.
We strive to listen deeply with humility and
courage as we progress towards building
culturally safe and secure organisations.
We give time, priority, and good
faith to the process.

Actions and Strategies services can apply

Governance

Give priority to the relationship
between service leaders and local Elders
and assign the necessary resources
Engage with Elders in a storying process
in a reciprocal and respectful manner
Change your language,
be less corporate
Decrease bureaucracy and hierarchy delegate and share power
Educate and build skills at all levels
of the organisation including the Board,
on importance of kin, culture,
country and co-design
Build pathways for community
(co-design) partners
Respect and partner with ACCHOs and
be supportive of Aboriginal leadership

Cultural
Security
Workforce
Elders and Aboriginal staff are engaged to
guide and facilitate cultural safety and security
Display symbols, colours and art that
celebrate local Aboriginal culture
Create safe places in the workplace
where Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people are encouraged to yarn,
reflect and mentor each other
Build cultural recognition and activities
into service delivery to Aboriginal people
Offer workforce development to all staff on
history, culture and current issues for
Aboriginal people. Combine formal learning
with opportunities to experience culture
(e.g. On-Country days)
Commit to the practice of co-designing
policies, services and evaluation to ensure
maintenance of cultural safety and security
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Be flexible in how you recruit and what
qualifications are needed and invite local Aboriginal
Elders on recruitment panels
Employ Aboriginal staff across the
organisation including strategic positions and cultural
development roles
Support Aboriginal staff with supervision, professional
development, critical reflection and peer support, and
opportunities to advance where possible
Factor leave for cultural and community
obligations into employment conditions
Prepare and support all non-Aboriginal staff to work with
and build relationships with Aboriginal staff
Have stretch targets for Aboriginal employment
that reflect service delivery demographics

